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Significance of the Study
This etudy^ executed by social irork students of the Atlanta
University School of Social ¥orkj ^ass of 1963, waa the second in
a series of su(^ studies designed to test a model for the assess¬
ment of social functioning. The assessment model iras prepared by
the ikiman Gbroirth and Behavior and Research Committees of the Atlanta
University School of Social Work. Each student participated in the
study by applying the model to a sample number of case records in
the agency from idiich they received block field moric training. This
specific study iras completed at the Institute for Juvenile Research,
Region V, Champaign, Illinois.
For the purpose of this study* assessmeht mas defihed as the
identification and evaluation of those soci<Hcultural and individual
factors in role performance mhich make for social dysfunction: af mell
as adequate social functioning.
A review of social mork literature pointed to basic agreement by
social work mriters that assessment is important to the field. It mas
also pointed out that as me attempt to make assessment there is a need
for a model by irtiich the individual can be evaluated in regards to
adequate functioning. In understanding the person mith whom he is
moiking the social worker has to sift out pertinent facts from a mass
of data and to organise these facts in such a may that he may be able
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to develop an understanding of the phenomOna eith ehlch he is eorklng*
Werner Boehm has pointed out the importance of assessment by including
it as one of the four core activities of all methods of social irork.^
As we search for possible answers to the question of how persons may be
evaluated in relation to their functioning it seems recognized thats
The overall efficiency of the diagnostic or assessment
process has not been mazicedly advanced in a decade or more,
nor has there appeared any well developed integrative idea
that would provide fresh leads or stimulate new attacks on
diagnosis as a professional and sdLentifie process. Conse¬
quently, Stem, Stein, axid Bloon have thoroughly explored
the problem of understanding 1he ravironment in which people
are to act as the first step in the assessment process. 2
Perlman has also recognized the need for methods to advance the
assessment process as she visualized a conceptual sdieme or model to
be used in practice as one attempts to understand the individual.^
The literature reviewed indicated that there are a variety of
terns used to describe what we referred to in tills stu(iy as assessment.
Elements of assessment are utilized by each of the social work methods.
One of the most commonly used terms in casework is "diagnosis," wfaidh
has been defined Mary Bidxmond as an attempt to arrive at as eicact
a definition of the social situation as possible. Investigation, or
the gathering of evld^ice, begins the process. She concluded that
IWemer Boehm, "The Nature of Social Work," Social Work, III(April.
1958), 17.
^Edward Joseph Shoben, (quoted from a book reviews Methods in
Personality Assessment, George Stem, Morris Stein, Benjasdn Bloom
New lork, 196^, (kimeographed.)
3Helen Perlman, "The Social Casework Metiiod in Social Wozk Edu¬
cation," Social Service Review, XXUII (Becentber, 1959) > liSU.
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critical examination and comparison of evidence iras the basis for
interi^retating and defizdng the social difficolty.^
Helen Perlman defines diagnosis as:
..•the mental irork of examining the parts of a problem
for the impart of their particular nature and organization,
for the interrelationship among them, for the relation between
them and the means to their solution.
The argument for diagnosis in casework, then, to be
precise, is siiqply an argument for making conscious and
STstesaatic that which already is operating in us half-
consciously and loosely. It is nothing more or less than
bringing into conscious recognition that veritable swarm
of intuitions, hunches, insists, and half-informed ideas
that we call "impressions;” then scrutinizing them in
light of what knowledge we hold, selecting some as im¬
portant, casting off others or placing them in our mental
filing system for future scrutiny; then putting the pieces
together into sme pattern that semns to make sense...in
explaining the nature of what we are dealing with and
relating it to what should and can be done.^
From these two authors, of different generations, we can see that the
basic idea remains the same, only the tmnainology varies..
From Werner Boehm* s book, included in the curriculum studies, we
can see how the term assessment is emerging into use in the casework
method. Here he refers to assessment as one of the four core activi¬
ties in the social casework method, and defines it as the identifi¬
cation and evaluation of those social and individual factors in the
client's role performance -idiich make for dysfunction, as well as those
^iCary Bichmond, Social Diagnosis (New York, 1917), p. 51
^elen Perlman, Social CasewoikCChicago, 1957), p. 16.
h
irtilch constitute assets and potentialities*^
Evaluation, as used in group work, is a term which, though not
identical, contains essoi'td.al elements of assessment, namelly the
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evaluation of the problma* It is necessary to study the individual
who is a part of the group in order to assess growth properly. Study
is recognized as a basic component of assessment.
In community organization there are several terms which contain
elements of assessment, but the term itself is used infrequently in
tdils method of practice. Such terms include: programming, fact-finding,
analysis, evaluation, and planning, 3 all of vMch are elements of
assessment*
"Community diagnosis” is another term, used in community organi¬
zation which has mi element of assessment. ICLldred C* Barry sees
diagnosis in community organization as involving a clear understanding
of the problem,: the coUectioin and utilization of facts, and consider¬
ation of possible approaches and solutions*^
Other terms that are utilized in social m>tk which include coe»-
ponents of assessment ares
3wemer Boehm, The Social Casework Method in Social Work Edu-
catien(New York, 1959) > p. lit.
^Harlei^ Trecker, Social Group ¥ork(New York, 1955), pp. 217-
3Arthar Dunham, Community Welfare Organization(New York, 1958),
p. 3i|.
^Mildred C* Berry, "Current Concepts in Ccmnmmity Organization,”








Thus, the variety of terms tised ih social work to describe the same
process reflects the need for a theoretical frame of reference or
model for making an assessment of social functioning.
In order to work effectively in a particular metiiod, social work
must conanand a considerable and growing body of scientific knowledge.
Social work knowledge is drawn from two sourcesj (1) social work ex¬
perience and (2) the cmtribution of other theories and disciplines.
This makes for added difflctilty in social wcark assessment. The oao-
partmental lines in social work education are accentuated by the
diverse behavioral science roots to which each segment attaches itself.
This diversity is made even more difficalt by the variety of concepts
used and the overlapping of meanings. Confusion in thinking and poor
communication would, of course, be the inevitable results with such
ill-defined concepts.
There is no universal agreement in the field of social work as
to what factors should be included in assesahent. Abrams and Dana
include certain assesmaent factors in their discussion of social ivthrk
rehabilitation.^ Ruth Butler suggested -Uiat some of the eo^onents
^Henry Ifaas, "Use of Behavioral Sciences in Social Work Educa¬
tion," So^^JJ^, IlKJuly, 1958), 63. -
2Ruth Abrams and Bess S. Dana, "Social Work in the Process of
Rehabilitation," Social Work, II(October, 1957), p* 12.
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idiidi are more readily accepted are motiyatlon, competence in inter¬
personal relationships and patterns of adaptation. She emphasized
that the tadc of social mork is to select the oo^onent mhlch it sees
as important to assess when sTaluating (»xe*s potential for social
functioning.^ Authorities and practitioners are continuously attemp-U
ing to identify elements in assessment. Harriet M. Bartlett has re¬
cently cons-bructed a model idilch sets forth the elmnents in assessment
2.
in medical social work. Our model is another such attempt to identify
the specific components in assessment. (See model in Appendix A)
In conclusion it can be said that there is still a great deal of
confusion in the field as to the nature of assessment but the process
is being used in all three social work methods. This process is not
called "assessment" as such, across the board, but other terms are
being used. These terms seem to have basically the same meaning. Still
further, there is no set procedure of assessment even within a method.
Despite all of this, assessment is a definite process in giving sodd.
work help, and it requires further investigation*
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to test the model of assessment of
social functioning prepared by the Human Qrowth and Behavior and Re-
seardi Ccmmilttees of the Atlanta University School of Social Yozk by
^^th M. Butler, ^ Oriwitetion to Knowla^e of Homy (hrowth and
Behavior in Social Work feiucation (New p. $3*
2Harriet M. Bartlett, Social Work Practice in the Health Field
(New York, 1961), p. 178»
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finding out idiat data were Included in eocial work assessment of
1
social fanctio33ing» This studsr was designed to ascertain to idiat
extent there is correspondence betneen assessment infoxmation ob¬
tained by various agencies^ fields of practice and core methods, and
9
the fsustors in the model.
Method of Procedure
The beginning phase of this project was carried out throu^ the
participation of twenty-seven second year students of this school,
during their six<4Bonth block field placement which began September 5,
1962 and ended February 28, 1963.
The data used in this research was gathered frcm the reowds of
the agencies, dealing with the rendering of social services, in idiich
the students were placed for advanced field work during this period.
Prior to gathering data in specific agencies students worked in groups
to revise and modify the original details of the methods and procedures
^The kind of model referred to in this study involves the con¬
struction of a symbolic record for reaching decisions. It may be seen
as "a way of stating a theory in relation to specific observations
ra-Urer than hypotheses...the model struet\ires the problem. It states
(or demonstrates) idiat variables are expected to be involved." Martin
Loeb, "The Backdrop of Social Eesearoh," Social Science Theory and
Social Work Research (Hew York, I960}, p.’li”.
&‘Model" does not imply the correct, approved, or ideal way of
carrying on social work assessmort. It is expected that assessment
may vary according to agency, field of practiee, core method, mode of
recording, and other variables. Therefore no evaluation of agen(y
records is intended, nor could such an evaluation be an outcome of
this study.
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and instructions of the study executed the previous year.
Information was obtained by each student, before returning to
school, for wilting a chapter on the histcry of the agency. In addition
to history information this chapter focused on the agency's philosophy,
the services offered, practice of assessmoait, and a description of the
type, si SB, and location of the agency*
The study utilized, primarily, records that were closed within
a one-year span (June 1, 1961 - May 31, 1962) to allow the data gathered
to be characteristic of present agency records. The population was
selected by interval randcmi saBq>le from an alphabetical list of the
one hundred and six cases closed durii^ the one-year span of time. The
formula, K a n employed to determine the width of Uie sample,
(K s I K = 7). Thus, every seventh case was selected from the
list to compose the total population of the study. From -Uie fifteen
cases in the population five cases were then selected by employing the
same formula K = (K » K a 3), These five cases were then used
as preliminary or pilot studies in the research.
To the total fifteen cases the schedule was then applied using all
relevant information in the mtire case records as it applied to the
agency's method of assessing social functioning. Briefly each record
usually contained:
!• The application, usually filled out by the parents.
2. A school report.
• The social worker's diagnostic social study, including




U* A medical report.
5. The resalts and interpretation of the psychological exami¬
nation.
6. The psydiiatrist^s evaluation.
7* Staffing notes and recommendations.
8* R^orts on the ccmqpletion interview, or post diagnostic
interview with the parents.
9. Limited saimaaries of treatment interviews.
Excerpts were extracted from the records as they applied to the
twenty-two items, relating to the specific factors, devised in the
assessment model. The following points were 'tiien applied to each of
the items} classification of content, incidence of data, person dis¬
cussed, location of excerpt in record, stage in agency contact, origin
of data, breadth of data, and if the items were datum or interpretation.
Once the schedules were completed in this fashion, classifications for
the data obtained w«re formulated by the twenty-seven students as a
group idien they returned from tiie block field placement.
The classification scheme was devised in keeping with the nature
of all the excerpts found ly the total group. The d.assification.
Itself, was broad and seived as a uniform means by which the content
of the case excerpts could be analyzed. It was felt that Idils dassl-
fication would allow for uniformity in the analysis by the group which
would possibly give more meaning to the study. As the group formulated
the categories for the classifications of the data beliefs and values,
itaas \U3d^ Soclo-Cultural Factors, were combined and ware no longer
considered as separate entitles on the schedules. This step changed
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the total number of Itans from twenty-tiro on the original schedule to
twenty-one.
The numerical data for each of the twenty-one items were then
tabulated and presented in tables. Included with the statistical
presentation was an analysis of the findings as were applicable to
the particular agency. Finally, each student wrote a summary of his
entire study and the conclusions reached.
Scope and Limitations
The records of all workers in the agency as they related to the
different types of services proved for the subjects were used in that
the materials found in the records were representative of how the agency
assessed social functioning. this study the status of the worker or
the discipline was not significant.
The number of cases closed within the selected period of time, one
year, was 106. In analysing the xiature of the cases closed it was
found that they were primarily referrals for brief services by other
social agencies. As a result the majority of Ihese cases were more
representative of a general Approach to assessment by the Institute
for Juvenile Research and did not include some of the factors in the
study^ of the patient as would be found in the more Intensive treat¬
ment cases. A greater percentage of the cases serviced by the agency
were treatment eases and were not closed during the study period*
As a result, treatment eases were limited in the sample and many
aspects of a more intensive evaluation or study of the patient, as
typical of the agency, were not rejuresented*
u
It iras felt that with a study of this nature the extraction of
data -would haye been more accurate and would have allowed for a greater
degree of validity had it been executed 07er a more extended period of
tine*
In numy of the case records used it was evident that the material
recorded did not give a total picture of the ag^(^'s method of assess¬
ment. For example, in some instances the workers may have been relative¬
ly familiar with the Implications derived from knowledge of a patient's
ethnic or territorial group in a particular locale or conmunlty and for
various reasons did not include it in the acttial history information
although this knowledge was taken into consideration in the study of
the patient.
The size of the saiiq>le and the inexperience of the researcher in
gathering, as well as analyzing, the data obtained should also be con¬




The Champaign branch of the Institute for Juvenile Research, a
state sponsored child guidance agency, and a division of the Depart^
ment of Mental Health of Illinois iras the setting for this study*
For a period of flf-^-four years the Institute for Juvenile Research,
the very first child guidance clinic in the United States, made up
the coaqplete history of the movement dedicated to the application of
sciences and knowledge to Uie understanding and treatment of childroi
with personality or conduct disorders*
Today we are indebted to Mrs* William Dummer, who in 1909, with
a small group of citizens disturbed over the treatment of delinquents
in the courts, organized a clinic attached to the Juvenile Court of
Cook County* It was the feeling of the group that there could possibljr
be scientific understanding of children's behavior* Thus, the Juvenile
Psychopathic Institute, charted by the State of Illinois, began with
three staff menberst Dr* William Healy, superintendent; Dr. Grace
Femald, psychologist; and a secretary* The clinic was charged with
developing and putting to use knowledge as well as method in child
guidance* According to Dr* Healyt
***it was readily discernible that blazing trails
would involve not only research and accomulating new
knowledge in separate scientific fields, but also the
specific coordination of studies to be undertaken in the
12
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realms of medicine^ psychiatry, psychology, and social
irork* ‘1
Although his work was often discounted by professional persons axid
viewed with apprehension even by an in^ortant social agency, many
persons recognized the possibilities for understanding and better
management of human behavior throng scientific stu<^ and treatment
as a result of Dp. Healy's findings and ideas. His most unique con¬
tribution to the diild guidance movement was his multi-discipline or
"team" approach to the study and treatment of behavior disorders of
children.^
By 191ii, Cook Coiinty assumed financial support of the clinic.
Only three years later in 1917, the State of Illinois accepted the
function of the Institute as a responsibili-^ of state govexnment.^
Since that time the Institute for Juvenile Research has accepted pri¬
vate financial support for projects which have expanded the heaearch
department and services of the Institute.
Trom services to delinquent childr^i the Institute has broadened
its scope with their growing psychology in child behavior, to include
children with mental defects, nursery school diildren who were mal¬
adjusted, and children with difficulties in learning. In 1920, the
clinic was renamed the Institute for Juvenile Research. The Institute,
William Healy, "Twenty-Five Tears of Child Quidance,” (Chicago,
Illinois, Department of Public Welfare, Studies from the Institute for
Juvenile Research, Series C., No. 2^6), p. 2. (Mimeographed)
^Raymond E. Robertson, "The Institute for Juvenile Research, 1909-
X959}" (Chicago, Illinois, State of Illinois Itepartment of Public Wel¬
fare, 1959), p. 3» (Mimeographed)
3lbid., 3.
as a part of the institutional structure in the State of Illinois,
has responsibility for lea(|ing and providing better emotional health
for all children* Such leadership can only be exercised in a climate
irtiere n^aningful relationships exist betee^ the agency and the coa^
monity to -which it belongs. Ibrou^ the years -the Institute for Juve¬
nile Research has s-trengthezwd in this respect and has become increas¬
ingly an in-berdependent and significant part of c«anunlty life*
Philosophically peaking -the child guidance clinic is based on
-Uie concept that disorder of conduct and psydilc structure come from
the same soxirce and represent the indi-vidual's -wsy of reacting -to
internal and external demands. Accordingly, mental adjustment is seen
as a function of the -bo-bal huinan being and behavior is the resul-bant
of psychological, physiological, and environmental factors.^ The In^*
stitute -was based on this concept and utilized -the team approach of
social work, psychiatry, and psychology*
In recognizing i-ts obligation to -the children -throu^out the
State of Illinois as early as 1920, the Insti-tute began to send child
guidance -teams to various communi-ties for purposes of examining chil¬
dren and aiding families. Out of this practice grew the regional pro¬
gram of the Ins-titute for Juvenile Researdi. In ISkht in cooperation
with the Depar-tment of Public Welfare, of idiich the Insti-tute was a
division, -the Insti-tute began -to extend i-ts regional services -tbirough-
out -the newly developed regional offices of -the Department of Public
iKate P^iedlander, The Psychoanalytic Approach to Juvenile Delin-
quen(y(New York, 19ii7), p. 2it9*
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Welfare. In 19^8, the Ihetitate developed an administrative structtire
with a full-time administrator tor the Regional Frogram to liqplement
the development of this state>^de service*^ the agency S{>erated irith
a central clinic in Chieamo, serving the Chicago and metropolitan areasa
and the clinic service of the Regional Brogram (nCtended through the mix
regional offices of the Depairtment of ifontal Health. These regional
offices were located in Rockford, Peoria, Springfield, Champaign, Carbon-
dale, and Bast St. Louis. Each regional office had sub-clinics in
various ccanminitles within its area in an effort to bring services
nearer to the residents.
The Champaign Regional Office, the backdrop for this study, embraces
twenty counties serving a little more than three-quarters of a million
persons. The Champaign office, or Region V, also provided three other
services of the Department of Mental Healtht Child Welfare Services,
Adult Blind Services, and Reimbursement Services. Althou^ these ser¬
vices were someidiat different is nature, they all came und^:* the ad¬
ministrative guidance of the Region V Directori however, the directives
of the Institute for Juvenile Research's clinical functions were dic¬
tated by the administrator of the Institute. In addition to the
ChanqMign Clinic, Region V had three sub-clinics located within the
twenty counties. They were in Olney, Illinois, Effingham, Illinois,
and Kaxikakee, Illinois.
nonnan J. Booth, "Statement of the Regional Qiild Guidance Pro¬
gram, Institute for Juvenile Research," (Chicago, Illinois, Illinois
Department of Mental Health, 1961), p. 2. (Mimeographed)
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Description of Social Services
The Institute offered to parents and children and to agencies,
sdiools, or other groups working with childrens examination of chil¬
dren and parents f4r iUMn treatment arrangements could be made, and
consultatiTe and taa^iing services. Conferences were often the most
helpful of services to agencies. In conferences with the person
(teacher, social woxdcer, nurse etc.) nrho was to continue contact with
the child and his parents, the meaning of the child *s behavior and
parents' attitudes, attempts to reach constructive recosuaendations re¬
garding further woric with the family was discussed. Teaching or inter-
inretative services included meeting with various coamunily groups to
e:q>lain the kind of work that was done and to talk about the problems
children and parents had.^ Any child under the age of eighteen who
presented behavior or emotional doubles was eligible for service fk'cmt
the Institute provided his parents were residents of Illinois. Since
the Institute was a public agency, and one division of the State Depart¬
ment of Mental Health, there were no charges for service.
Practice of Assessment
The Institute's clinical diagnosis of child and family routinely
includeds a general assessment of the child's major strengths, anxie¬
ties, and personality defenses, and a more specific evaluation of the
child's symptoms, as well as psychiatric classification of his disordir.
^Bulletin for Ageyies. Schools, and Organizations (Institute for
Juvenile Research St^f Publication), Illinois Department of Mental
Health, July, 1962, p. 12.
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The estimation of the intellehtaid statas of the chlld^ a study of
family relationships, and a general understanding of the family's
social situation and aspirations were included. Treatment by the
Institute was classified broadly as psychotherapy within a child
guidance setting. It had as its goal assistance to the parents and
child in making a favorable change in the feelings, attitudes, family
relationships, or situations which were the sources of the difficulty.
The techniques and methods of psychotherapy have been influenced by
psychoanalytic concepts, by social casework theory, by insists gained
from tile p^chologist's understanding of intelligence and its use, 1:y
uhderstanding community axid dulturil influences on personality, and by
awareness of the physiological and neurological factors affecting
personality.^
The social worker, as a member of the team, had responsibility
in the diagnostic study for obtaining a preliminary evaluation of the
strengths of the parents and their capacity to use help. This included
a determination of the problem, a dynamic evaluation of family inter¬
relationships, consideration of treatment, and consideration of other
types of planning.
The psychologist functioned to provide a knowledge of the child's
capacity to learn and a determination of the extent of the learning
capacity as factors in the prevailing situations. It was also his re¬
sponsibility to report the psychological findings and contribute to
Raymond E. Robertson, "The Institute for Juvenile Researcl^ 1909-
19$9t” (Chicago, Illinois, Department of Public Welfare, 1959), p. 7*
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final formulations and plans in terms of clinical observations. In
aangr cases treatment services to the parent and the child were offered.
The psychiatrist, as a team member, usually had one contact with
the child and the parent. His delegated responslbilily was to offer
the final formulation of dynamics and any other pertinent findings
from his observations and ia^ressions.
CHAPTER in
CONTENT ANALZSIS
In understanding the individual and assessing his potentials
and capacities it cannot be denied that the evaluation must be ap¬
proached from, the holistie p^Lnt o£ view, that is understajading the
•hihole” person. In keeping nith using this approach the items on
the schedules wnre geared toward determining specific aspects related
to the iiuiividual's physical, mental, emotional and socii^. being.
The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief analysis of the
data found in the sample records relating to the proposed assessment
model iriiich was considered by the social worker in assessing the
social functioning of the patient seen at The Institute for Juvenile
Research.
The schedules were divided into two broad categories, personality
factors and socio-cultural factors. More specifically, -Uie personality
factors sought to descrlbei (1) innate or genetic potential, (2) physio¬
logical functioning, (3) ego functioning, (U) degree of maturity,
(5) self-image, (6) patterns of interpersonal relationships, (7) and
internalization of culturally derived beliefs, values, activity patterns,
and norms. The soclo-cultural factors studied were related to aspects
of cultural derivations and the various social structures and the dynamics
thereof.
Personality Factors
A. Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectual potential.— This refers to the degree of adequacy to




Categories Number of Excerpts
Perception
Use of ayv^ola






Of the excerpts found In the records under intellectual potential,
tests and measurements had the highest frequency. Intelligence and
psychological tests were used most frequently in evaluating the abili¬
ties of the patients receiving service from the agency. The psycholo-
giit as a team msmber was generally responsible for obtaining this
measure*
The Stanford-Binet, Form L-M was administered and
S. achieved a Mental Age of 8-U, and an IQ of 125) a
Basal Level of VIII) and a Ifeximial year of Z.
Detroit General Aptitude Test; CA, 13~10; Mi lU’^2}
IQ) 103. Mffwrential Aptitude Test per centile) Verbal
Reason 60, Numerical Ability 15) Mechanical Reason 8O)
VR-NA 35.
The role of a child guidance agency) such as The Institute for
Juvenile Research) in offering services to parents) children, and
groups working with children indicates a responsibility a33d a need
for a thorott# examination of the child in order to understand the
child's abilities and bdiavior. The clinical psychologist is con¬
cerned with the evaluation of the child's innate abilities, education¬
al achievements and special apldtudes. This evaluald.on is accomplished
primarily with standardized InteULigence testa, achievement tests,
tests of special abilities, personality schedules, and interest
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blanks.^ As one views the responsibilities delegated to the psy¬
chologist in this particular setting It is readily discernible how
an awareness of intelleetual potential would be an ii^rtant factor
in assessing social functioning.
Basic thrusts, drives, and Instincts.— These are tendencies
present or incipient at birtii to respond to certain stinull or situ¬
ations! the innate propensitsr to satisfy basic needSj e.g., food,
shelter, love, security. Factors pertaining to this concept were
divided into three broad classifications.
Categories Number of Excerpts
Motivation for the attainment of goals 7
Satisfaction of physiological needs 3
Satisfaction of emotional needs lit
Total 2h
In the book Child Psychology and Development the author outlines
for the reader certain broad topics idiidi offer suggestions of how to
study childzmn. The concept "study* jbDq>iies that elem^its of assess¬
ment may be involved. He makes reference to the importance of having
a knowledge of the Child’s innate tendencies or instincts idiich tend
2
to motivate behavior. Excerpts pertaining to satisfaction of emotional
needs were double the number of factors found related to the other
classifications. Determining how one seeks to satisfy his emotional
IPaul Sc^roeder, CMld Guidance ^oeedyes: Metto^ and Te^-
niq^ Bjaplpyed at The iJMtitute for Juvenile fiesearchC^ew York,1937),
^louis P. Thorpe, Child Psychology and Development (New York,
1955), p. Ih.
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needs is ijgportant in underatending more about tbe individual in that
these needs are quite basic sod would be influential in defining how
a person feels and behaves*
Mother then stated.•«o'ttisr tines he's very affection¬
ate and gives hugs and kisses.
He drew a picture of the examiner and begged to be
given a book.
Behavior is based on a need to react ^diich arises out of instinctual
and emotional drives in search of satisfaction.^ As a worker records
the behavior of a patient in this respect it is possible to gain some
insight on the probable trends of this patient's developsent, his
needs, and even his relationship with his parents. In considering
basic thrusts, drives and instincts, a worker, to some extent, may
be able to assess the significance of the patient's behavior. "If the
behavior of a child deviates too much from the normal pattern, one
2
or more of his basic emotional needs are not satisfied...."
Physical potential.-— This refers to a description of general
physical structure, size, skeleton and masculature; racial diarao-
teristics; bodily resilience and resistance, was cmsidered important
in assessing an individual 's capacities. Four specific categories
were used in describing this factor.
^Arthur R. Noyes and Laurence C. Kolb, Modem Clinical Psy-
dhiatry (Philadelphia, 1958), p. 5. ' '
2
0. Spurgeon English, and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Bnotional
Problems of Living (New York, 191*5), P« 31» "'
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Energy and actlvltgr level
Resilience and resistance
Total
Excerpts relating to a description of ptaysical characteristics
and temperament mere found to be equal in the number of frequencies
in the sample records studied*
She is now a rather obese fifteen year old girl
who is described as quite unattractive and wearing
rather thldc glasses to cover her strabismus.
The patient is an attractive and alert boy who
appears to be small for his age*...
It semns recognized why excerpts pertaining to physical charac¬
teristics would occur frequently in the majority of the records in
that this is a factor readily observed and easily assessed by a worker.
In addition, a knowledi^ of one's physical characteristics can reveal
much about the individual's physical development and growth in keeping
with environmental and organic factors. In aiy consideration of physi¬
cal growth it is well to recognize that both nature and nurture are
involved — nature in the form of the living organism with its nervous,
muscular, glandular, and bony structure, and nurture with its environ¬
mental factors of food, water, heat, light, cold, pain and emotion-
producing situations.^
A description of the patient 's temperament as being related to
P* 95.
physical potential iras also found to be an outstanding feature in
the assessment process by the agency* The frequent occui^renee of
this factor seemingly lends itself to the fact that in describing
the child's behavior to the eorker a parent eould routinely make
reference to the child's varied moods and temperament*
He is resentful, moody, and has dying spells..••
V. was described by his mother as easy to get
along vith, easy going and retiring.
Especially irith children, l^ere are certain outstanding behaviors
and feelings in teaqperament as a state or symptom con^lex. The behavior
exhibited during the state relates, to a large detent, to hour the child
handles his frustrations* Taking note of, or observing the patient's
overall tenq)erament, the consistencies and inconsistencies In behavior,
and the like, would diable the individual to determine hoir closely
related te]iq>erament is to normal reaction patterns and pathological
ones.
B. Physiological Functioning
Physiological func1d.oning is a description of bodily function,
norsM^ and abnormal, health or illness according to the stage of
development and the affect it has on social functioning.
Categwies Humber of Excerpts
Bodily function 16
Health •> illness continuum JL.
Total 30
Of the tea records studied the numerical data obtained under the
classification suggests that a knowledge of physiological functioning
is significant in evaluating the patient in regards to his functioning.
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A medical report submitted by a physician is primary in the beginning
study or intake process once a patient's application is accepted by
the agency. The physical examination is indispensable for recognizing
those cases in ehich the disturbance of beharior is due to organic
lesion of that portion of the central nenrous system. The physical
examinatiim sill frequently aid in understanding the behavior and
niU not commonly disclose defects such as dental caries, -nhich are
not usually significantly related to behavior, but idiich, for the
welfare of the child, should none the less be corrected.^
Her handicap includes sensory aphasia, sli^t
articulation defect, possible mental retardation or
brain damage.
This excerpt indicates, it is felt, how an awareness of bodily function
can give a worker insight regarding a child's behavior. It therefore
becomes quite evident that physiological factors must plsy an important
role in shaping personality development, especially idien we bear in
mind the unique way in vMch these Ingredients are integrated into the
total growth pattern of eadi individual. 2
C. Ego Functioning (Intra-Psydaic Adjustment)
Identifiable patterns for reacting to stress and restoring
dynamic equilibrium.This refers to the adaptive or defense media-
nisms, e.g., regression, sublimation, denial, displacement, regression.
IPaul Schroeder, Child Quidance Procedures; Metho^ds and Techniques
Employed at The Institute for ^venile feeseardi (^ew l^ork, P« 55«
2james C. Coleman, Abnormal Psychology and Modem Life(New York,
1956), p. 113.
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subliaation, denial^ displacement, regression, reaction-formation etc.
Hoe a person reacts to stress and attmnpts to create solutions
Ijy iriiich he can handle his frustrations gives one insight into the in¬
dividual's ego functioning. The various mechanisms of defense are
the methods the ego uses to deal with demands, drives, external dangers,
and superego prohibitions.^
Another authority describes the ego as part or function of the
personality which establishes a relationship with the world in idilch
we live. The ego organization may be regarded as the Integrative
and executive agency of the personality.^ A recognition of the type
defenses usually employed by an individual shed some lights for the
worker, on that individual's normal development and personality
functioning. The ego develops by a gradual leAming process and is
determined largely by the individual's growth experience and educa¬
tion by environmental influences. The significance of the role of
the ego in regard to the dynamics of pwaonality, as conceptualized
in theoxy, in itself seems to point out the importance of the social
worker being able to determine how this structure functions to deal
rationally or irrationally in adapting behavior to the mavironment.




iHoward J. Farad (ed.), Ego Pychology and pynamlc CasewoA;
Papers from Smith College School of Social Work (New York, 1258)»
p. hh.
SArthur P. Noyes and Laurence C. Kolb, Modem Clinical Psychia¬
try (Philadelphia, 1961), p. 32.
3lbid., p. 33
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Foarteen of the excerpts obtained ?rere related specifically to
various defense mechanisms utilised by both mother and their children
irtio mere seen for service. The extended period of time allotted for
obtaining social history information by the social ura^er usually
yielded descriptions of various defenses characteristic of some of
the mothers. The psychologist, for the most part, usually assessed
the ego functioning and the vajrious defenses of the child in that
this -sas observed hy him through interactions and measured by psy¬
chometric techniques. The following two examples are iUustrations
of excerpts pertaining to the above mentioned factor.
His performance on the test iras accompanied by
ccxapulsivity...There are suggestions that a great deal of
dbessive rumination is occurring constantly.
The picture the examiner got was that of a boy
using passive defense mechanisms to cope with situa¬
tions which demand more mature and active participation
with his environment.
Internal organization of personality.— This was in reference
to the degree of organization of parts of the personality such as id,
and ego into a idiole; personality Integration, e.g., flexibility vs
rigidity of ego function, capacity for growth.
Categories Number of Excerpts
Personality (organization) integration 22
Capacity for growth - flexibility vs rigidity 5
Total 27
It is significant to note that of the total ex(M»7pts ga-Uiered
from the records in the complete study, personalily (organization)
integration had the hipest frequency. This specific aspect of
personality is essential and according to the data obtained is the
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most impo3rtant factor In regards to assessing a patient's functioning•
The rationale for the hi^ rate of frequencies for this particular
factor seemingly finds its bases in the function of a child guidance
agenqjr.
In treating behavior problems in children, one automatically
become-aware of the individual's personality conflicts and the degree
of personality organization in that, in most instances, the degree of
organization and the amount of conflict usually had some bearing on
the child's referral to the agency.
The pexson who acts according to a consistent inner regulation
and is relatively free from conflicts among the three constituent
parts of personality: id, ego, and super-ego — in other words an
Integrated personality — should be regarded as a mentally healthy
person.^
D. Degree of Maturl^
Degree of maturity is judged by the adaptability to role per¬
formance in accordance with the person's physiological, intellectual,
emotional being, stage of developmient and the integration of cultural,
social and ptqrsical factors.
Categories Number of Excerpts
Stage of developient 9
Role performance lit
Total 23
-^Marie Jahoda, "Toward A Social Psychology of Mental Health,"
Symposium on the Healthy Personality. Milton J. E. Senn ed. (New York,
1.9^0), 22l.«
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Of the twenty-three related excerpts in the records few refer¬
ences were made to stage of development despite the fact that, to
the researcher, the very natare of the setting would seem to suggest
that this would be a prevalent fhctor readily assessible by the social
mzicer.
Behavior is considered mature when it is appropriate to the age
level, the problem, and the adjustive resources of the individual.
Personal maturity is thus an index of how grown-up the individual is.^
Role perfctrmance was indicated most frequently in the records as
deriving from the school reports.
C's teacher says he's a rather immature, aggressive,
acting-out boy.
References of this lype £r(» the schools were referred to a number
of times, in addition to observations made by other disciplines, thus
creating a high number of total incidents.
E. Self-isage
Self-image is an individual's opinion concerning himself that
can be described by: (a) the objectivity with which he views himself;
(b) sense of identity as manifested by his role perfoxmance; (c) self
confidence or sense of one's capacities; (d) sense of meaning or pur¬
pose; philosophy of life.













As illustrated in the table, excerpts relating to the patient's
sense of idoitity occurred most flrequently. This frequency doubled
all the excerpts pertaining to the other classifications of self-image.
Of the total twenty-one excerpts, fourteen made reference to the child,
as a patient, and were generally obtained through the use of projective
techniques or measures. In working with children their sense of identity
is perhaps most obvious as they describe their self images through pro¬
jective techniques. Theoretically speaking, this is highly probable in
that the first self-image is compounded largely out of the child's per¬
ception of his parent. In avac culture this perception is primarily of
the mother since maternal care is prolonged and typical.^ An example
of an excerpt found under this classification is:
There are also suggestions that perceives himself
as being somewhat effeminate.
F. Patterns of Interp^sonal Relationships and
Emotional Esqiresslans Related Thereto
Patterns o£ interp^sonal relationships and emotional expres^ons
related thereto refers to the reciprocal relationship between individu¬
als in social situations and the resulting reac^ons, e.g., acceptance
Ijohn W. Bennett and Melvin If* Tnmin, Social Life: Structure and
Function (New York, 19ii9)» P» 339»
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rejection, peroiasiveness, e(»itrol, spontaneity, flexibility, ri^di-
ty, loye, hate, domixu^ion, snhmission, dependence, independence, etc.
Categories Humber of Excerpts
Foronilation of reciprocal relationships 17
Involvement in social situations 8
Total 25
Items tinder the first classification mere double those relating
to involvoaent in social situations. An example of the type excerpt
found most frequently in connection irith this factor is:
A.'s overcdl relationship with various members of
the family appears to be good althou^ she tends to irith^
drair from classxwom situations.
Another such example is:
V. mas not able to fcrm close relationships outside
his family.
It is essential that a child learns how to form relationships*
Early Interpersonal relationships with family members are inqxortant
in that they lay the cornerstone for all subseqiuent relationships
fozmulated in later life by the child. It would therefore sem neces¬
sary as we stucty the child, to cbserve closely the relationships in
the family in crder to speculate how the child might function in other
social situations. According to one authority, of all tntarpersonal
relationships of childhood, the attitude of the mother is the most
determiBative of the future mental healih of the individual.^ Thus we
see how necessary and valuable it would be to become acquainted with
lArthur P. Noyes and Laurence C. Kolb. Modem Clinical Psychi¬
atry (Philadelphia, 1?^), p. 77.
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hoir a child; nho comes to a child guidance agffliC7; is able to form
reciprocal relationships; especially; irith his mother. An awareness
of this factor would be an early clue or lead for the worker in recog*
niaing the possibility of existing patiiiology with the child as well as
Indications of his personalia pattern.
G. Internalization of Culturally Derived Beliefs; Values;
Activity-Pattems; Norms; and Approporiate Feelings
for Each (in the form of attitudes)




There were only two classifications devised by the group; relating
to this category. Both categories had the same number of excerpts.
This may signlfJjT; to some extent; that the attitudes and behavior as¬
sociated with how one internalized his beliefs; values; and norms from
the culture were given the same amoimt of consideration by the worker
in the assessment process. In that it is relatively difficult to
measure and objectively determine a person's attitudes .and beliefs; it
is possible that the social worker was handicapped as well as reluctant
to detezmlne how internalized aspects of this factor were to patients.
It does however; seem important that an awareness of the internalization
of certain attitudes as well as behavior is directly assessible to
understanding and individuals behavior. An example of an excerpt re¬
flecting an attitude is as followst
V. was someirtiat resistive to carrying out household





BeHefs and valuea«-» These are prevailing attitudes or con-
victlems docdved from the culture ahldi magr have evolved ratiOnaUjr
or tion-ratlonally and is accepted without critical reasoning and the
assumed capacity of ax^ object to satisfjr a human desire. Any object
(or state of affairs, intangible ideal) of interest.
Beliefs and values are inherent factors in our society and are
considered to be valuable to its organisational structure. Much of
idiat we consider to be emotional b^vior is really a matter of cul¬
tural values and personal meanings attadied to these values.^
Categories Number of Excerpts
Reasoned - non-reasoned continuum lit
Implications for role performance 6
Total 20
The excerpts obtained here related primarily to values and the
meanings attached to these values by the patient.
She made no effort to improve herself and is
careless about bo<fy cleanliness.
Of the few excerpts relating to beliefs found in the records it
was noticed that in most instances the beliefs themselves were inherent
in the statements made by the individual and had to be interpreted by
the worker. The subjectivity of these Intexpretations would possibly
decrease the validity of the assessed belief.
^Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Byland, Social Group Work Rractice
(Cambridge, 191*9), p. 37.
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Activitiy-Patterna»—■ This refers to standardized nays of behaving,
under certain stiamli or in certain interactional situations, which
is accepted by the group or eoltore*
Categories Humber of Excerpts
Acceptable - noiv-acceptable continuum 0
Relationship effect on primary and
secondary group membership 0
Total 0
This is the only factor in 'Uie suggested model in which there was
no data found in the sample records. The coiqplete absence of the
excerpts may be significant in regards to the factors that are con¬
sidered important by the agenqy in assessing the patients. In that
the primary concern in working with patients is behavior problems it
may stand to reascnr why it was not considered ijQ)ortant by the woricer
to record the mnj standardized ways in whi(^ the patient usually
behaved.
The absence of this factor may have been only characteristic of
the records selected for the sample. On the other hand, the definition
of this concept and the interpretation by the researcher may have had
seme influence on her being able to recognize related excerpts in the
records.
B. Social Structure and dynamics
Family.— This structure has reference to a social group composed










The family is the ultimate source of all human institutions.^
The basic process of socialization takes place in the primary family
group. Since socialization, as a continuous process, has its begin¬
nings irlth the family it is iaqportant, then, to study the family in
an effort to learn hoir an individual relates and functions id.th the
entire family unit. To determine this it muld seem necessary to
study the interactional patterns therein. As indicated by the chart
interactional patterns irere considered most important in studying the
family. In regards to studying and understanding the interactional
patterns of the family it Tvas suggested that a way must be found to
identify among a large number of interactions those that are crucial
for the individual, positively and negatively, for effective social
O
functioning. How a person relates in his primary group is not only
important in determining his involvement in social stanictures but
aspects of the individual's personality as well.
Education system.— This is the social organisation directed toward
the realization of the socially accepted values by means of trainlxig
iHatiian W. Adcexman, fyanees L. Beatman, Sanford N. Sheman, Explor¬
ing the Baset for Family Tharapy(New Toxk, 1961), p. 11.
^exner W. Boehm, "The Social Work Curriculum Study And Its 1^11-





in knoirledge^. attitudes, and skill*
Categories
Attitudes toward leaztiing
Level of achievement or adjustment
School administration action
Total 33
Outstandingly noticeable in the above chart is the hi^ ntiaiber of
ineidetioe under the elassifieation level of achievement and adjustment.
It should be pointed out that this number is hi^er than any other factor
found in the model. In that this is a child guidance setting it is
readily discemdhle why so many factors vould be related to the edu¬
cation i^stem. This is an area which has a dynamic effect upon any
child's adjustment and in many cases produces undue stress and frus¬
trations. A large percentage of the referrals to the agen<7 derives
frcM the child's adjustment and difficulty in school as well as learn¬
ing problems. Included in each record is a school report as a routine
part of the patient's assessment. This report reveals a picture of
the patient's functioning in the educational system. An example of
excerpts relating to level of achievement and adjustment are:
C. is in the sixth grade, he is below average in
all subjects, is not working up to his capacity, and
receives special help throu^ oounieling.
Ih regards to sdiool adjustment he is restless,
overactive, excitable, selfish, disturbing to other
children, quarrelsome, acts smart, is destructive,
lies, and is disrespectful, at times, to authoriiy.
How a person adjusts in school and adapts to the learning process
or situatioa is a direct reflection of many aspects of -Uiat individual's
personality makeup. Education helps to fashion values, goals, ideals.
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and Ideas about uhat is good and bad> and presumably trains indlvic|uals
for critical thinking and independent adulthood.^ The purpose of edu¬
cation is to train the ego in ^ills that ulll enable it to deal -with
the realities of life.^ A study of the individual^ functioning in the
education system should be a continued component of assess^nt. This
seems especially applicable in agencies offering direct services to
children.
Peer group.— This is a those meinbers have similar character¬
istics as to age, sex, etc. e.g., friendship groups, cliques, gangs.
There are significant dynamics involved in various aspects of group
life. As one moves into the world of his peers he learns to form re¬
lationships. As we perceive the adequacy with which an individual
makes use of, adapts to, and relates in the peer situation we are able
to determine, to a degree, numerous things about the personality of
that individual; the emotional atmosphwe of the formulative years;
the existing relationships in the home; as well as indications of the
individuals concept of self. In studying the records the following
incidence were obtained relating to peer group:
Categories Huinber of Excerpts
Type (structured - unstructured) 1;
Interactional patterns 18
Total 22
Ijohn W. Bennett and Kelvin H. Tumin, Social Life: Structure and
Fanction(Hew York, p. 171*
2o. ^urgecm En^^sh, and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Baotlonal Prob-
lems of Uving (New York, 191:5), p. 300.
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Indlcatioiis of the intwactlonal patterns existing in peer groups
Here most frequently referred to by the iox4cers in the records. An
indiyidual mould be able to determine hour a patient mas functioning in
a social situation and the related feelings if he mere to read the
excerpts
V. usually feels a great deal of inadequaqy in
relating to peer female figures as a male*
Ethnic group»«^ This refers to a group mhich is normally endogamous,
membership being based on biological or cultural characteristics and
traditions.
Categories Mtmiber of Excerpts
Biological characteristics 11
Socially imposed characteristics 0
Interactional patterns 0
Total 11
Only on one of the sample rec(»ds studied mas the ethnic group
to mhich a patient mas most closely associated mentioned mltdi the
exception for a mere naming of the ethiaic affiliation on each of the
ai^lications. This excerpt, homever, mas only descriptlTe and mas
found in the psychological report.
Chudc is a good looking, alert, friendly, Negro boy.
The lack of excerpts found under the latter tmo classifications
can be Interpreted as having bearing on the fact of the sample nmnber
of patients seen in the clinic the social morker, psydiologlst, or
psychiatrist sam no socially iiqposed charactMlstics or Interactional
patterns, related to ethnic group, mhich mould be significant in de¬
scribing aspects of the patients involvement in his existing social
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structure.
Class.— This is a horizontal social group organized in a stratified
hierarchy of relationships.
Categoiries Nunfcer of Excerpts
Level of Stratification 9
Behavioral indications 3
Total 11
No significant reference was made to the patient or his parent's
social class or level of stratification. The nine excerpts obtained
were in connection with the employment of the parents. From this could
be extracted obtain implications related to the socio-economic con^*
ditions or status of the Individual idiich is Indirectly related to class.
Mr. P. is an engineer and mother is a housewife.
Territorial group.— This is a locality group which had developed
sufficient social organization and cultural unity to be considered
a regional community.
Categories Number of Excerpts
Designation of area 12
Behavioral indications 0
Total 12
The patient's territorial group was not considered a significant
factor in assessing the social functioning of -Uie patient in this par¬
ticular setting. On all of the applications the county in which the
patients lived was only recorded.
Economic system.— This has reference to a system concerned with
the creation and distribution of valued goods and services such as
employment and occupation.
The eoonamic syst«a in manjr fasiillee, it is felt^ has a determin¬
ing effect on family psychodynamies. "•••the economic factor always
1
operated in conjunction with psychological factors. From, the liter¬
ature it is generally agreed that economic insecurity Arequently
hei^tens stress and disrupts family relationships. In the stucjy
classifications regarding this factor were divided into three categories.
Sategories Number of Excerpts




Fourteen of the excerpts in the sample records were related to the
parents status of employment.
Father is a ftdraaee me(&anlc; mother is a housewife
and Avon representative.
The mere statemimat of the parents status of employmotit does not
give a total picture of -tee family’s economic system. It does, however,
provide some information idiich would be of value to the worker in study¬
ing the family situation.
Governmental syst^.— This refers to all levels of government
and aU governmental units, and various forms of goverment and politi¬
cal parties.





iFlorence Hollis, W(»ien in Marital Conflict: A Casework Study
(New York, 1957), p.
On the whole, the governmental systems found in the records
referred to special services to irtiich the patient had some affili¬
ation.
She was referred to the clinic by the Division of
Service for Crippled Children.
Two excerpts were classified under behavioral Indications. These
excerpts gave some insist into the patient's previous and immediate
association with governmental systems.
He was found delinquent in this court on March 12,
i960, because of stealing some trading stamps.
This excerpt seems to lend itself toward a revelation of the
patient's internalization of certain social norms and his ability to
be able to adjust to certain aspects of societal living.
...every society has a variety of devices it uses
externally to restrain the offending members. Thus the
government of legal systems of ax^ society—written or
unwritten—have among their primary function the limi¬
tations of the exercises of power among individuals in ^
various types and degrees of relationship to each other.
Religious system.— This is the system concerned with the symbols,
doctrines, beliefs, attitudes, behavior patterns and systems of ideas
about man, the universe, and divine objects, and which is usually
organized through association.
Categories Number of Excerpts
Membership or affiliation 11
Exqxresslon of beliefs 1
Behavioral indications 2
Total 11*
Ijohn W. Bennett, and Melvin M. Tumin, Social Life; Structure and
Function(New York, 1959), 5U« ~
Generally speaking, there were few excerpts found in the records
pertaining to this factor. The eleven excerpts under meoibership or
affiliation were obtained from the patient's application and had refeiv
ence to the acre churdi affiliation of the patients. The three remain¬
ing excerpts were limited in their description of expression of beliefs
and the associated behavior. It is evident from the sample that this
aspect of the soclo-cultural factors, seemingly, was not significant
in the patients evaluation.
It is the researcher's opinion, in contrast to idiat was foun4,
that an analysis and awareness of an individual's religious doctrines,
beliefs, attitudes and his systems of ideas about man would enhance
the social workers ability to draw tihe explicit and implicit meanings
associated with symbolic b^iavior , and behavior in general.
Society is built around a number of institutions with religion
being among them. Within the framework of religious institutions the
behavior and thought of given individuals may be subordinated to izt-
stitutional requirements.^ If one is familiar with the frasfmark £rom.
vdiich an individual derives his behavi<ur and thou^t patterns he mcy
be well on his way to determining the rationale and explanation for
at least an integrative pairb of personality. Significant sociological
factors are incorporated in religious institutions. As it was pointed
out in the literature, £r(m its very nature religion has been a great
lAlfTed R. Lindesraith, and Anselm L. Strauss, Social Psychology
(New York, 191|9), p. 251.
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variable taking many particular forms both as between and within
different peoples, regions, and areas. Religion, as an Inatltation,
reflects the physical badcgroond and the general culture of which
area it is a part| and serves as an important cander of cultural
elements*^
ISamuel Koenig, Rex R. Hopper, and Felixe Gross, Sociology; A
Book of Reading8(New Tork, 1953)> p« 217*
CHAPTER 17
STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION AND AKALISIS
This chapter is designed to present the analysed data obtained
from the study in tabular form. Sl^t tables were constructed to give
a statistical presentation of the twenty-one items on tdie schedule.
In addition to tbe tabulated findings is an interpretation of the sig¬
nificant observations derived from the study^ as they related to agency
structure and function. Each of the excerpts in the study
classified and analyzed according to: (1) incidence of data, (2) person
discussed, (3) location of excerpt in records, (U) stage in agency con¬
tact, (5) origin of data, (6) source of data, (7) breadth of data, and
(8) datum or interpretation.
Incidence of Data
In table 1, it was significant to note that the items with the
largest incidence of data were intellectual potential, physiological
functioning, physical potential, identifiable patterns for reacting
to stress, internal organization of personality, family, and education
system. As illustrated, the total incidence of data were greater for
Personality Factors than for Socio-Cultural Factors. In that the
agim(7 offered a cliniciJ. diagnosis of ti:ie child's total personality
it was Tiaderstandable why ineisdsaee relating to Personality Factors
were grtater^ Of the Socio-Culttiral Factors studied in the records
education system and family had the greatest number of incidence.
An evaluation of the child's innate abilities, education and achieve¬
ment, and social attitudes as well as understanding family relationships
were outlined Ijjr the agencgr as significant factors in determining what
the child* s clinical diagnosis would be.
The Grand total line indicated that the schedules with four excerpts
had the largest incidence of data* According to the sub-total lines,
in the Personality Factors, the sdiednles with three excerpts had the
largest incidence of data under the Sodo-Ooltural Factors*
In the column. Schedules with no data, there was one factor which
had no excerpts* This factor was activity-patterns. Fewer excerpts
were also found under internalization of Calt\nrally derived beliefs,
values, activity-patterns, and norms*
Person Giscmased ih Excerpt
In table 2, the total number of excerpts referring to the patient
far exceeded -Uiose in the remaining (categories. Since the patient was
the primary figure in the agency contact it seems understandable why
the data revealed this finding* "Family,” diich included the coiqclete
family unit, siblings, and in one instance the patient*s son, had the
second largest nuniber of excerpts* It is surprising that the nuiher
of times mother was discussed in the excerpts only exceeded the number
of times father was discussed by one. It would have been expected,
seemingly, that the number of excerpts referring to mother would have
been greater in comparison to father* This seems indicated as cnie
considers the nature of the agen^ and the ties Ihe mother has with
the child, especially daring the formulatlve years of a child's develop¬
ment*
In comparing the sub>totals of Personality and Soclo-Cultural
Factors it is noted that more excerpts were obtained describing the
patient's and tbe anther's personality faetors* Excerpts pertaining
to Socio-Cultoral Factors^ discussing father and parents, irere more
than double tiie number found under personality factors.
Location of Excerpt in Beoord
Of the seTen categ<nd.es illustrated in table 3, more excerpts
mere located in the so dial histoxy, the psychological report, and
under the column "other." Excerpts classified under this column were
found in other sections of the record such as the letter of referral,
treatment interviews, outpatient clinic card, referral summaxy, closing
summary, diagnostic staffing notes, treatment transfer summaxy, and
the statistical outpatient clinic record. In that this category was
so inclusive one could readily see why it would have had a high totd.
nuoiber of excerpts.
Significantly, the social history and the psychological repcxrts
were the primaiy sources for most of the infonnation obtained. The
psychological report yielded only ei^t excerpts under Socio-Gultural
Factors. In that the method employed in this discipline relates
specifically to understanding more e^out the individual's psychic
structure it seemed apparent that these results would have been ob>
tained.
A considerable number of excerpts wore located in the school
report. This is a report sent to the agency by another professional
source. How a child behaves and achieves in sdiool is an inportant
factor in determining social functioning, especially in an agency of
this nature. The majority of the information sutmiitted by the school
personnel was used frequently by the agency. A number of the cases
hi
referred to the agency are concerned with learning and school problnns.
This nonld automatically respire -^le eeeial irarker to have an aeareness
of the ddlclls functioning in the school setting or environment*
The majority of the Sodo-Cultoral Factors relating to the patient
did not appear in the social histozy but on the application and under
the column "other” Instead. Such items, under Socio-Coltural Factors,
as ethnic grou|^ family, territorial group, economic system, religious
system, and governmental system were referred to on the patient's appli¬
cation and accounted for the high frequency of excerpts. These excerpts
did not describe title functicming relating to the specific items as such,
but only mentimted than in refermce to kind or -type*
Stage in Agency Contact
As illustrated in table the majority of the information was
obtained during the diagnostic evaluation period. This stage in cozv*
tact genereOly included the social history interviews, psychological
testing, psycdiiatric interviews, and staffings* lliere IS also a stage,
apart from diagnostic evaluation, termed intake, idiich is the initial
contact with the family.
The researcher was unable to determine, from the history Infcnv
mation given by the social worker, that part of the information which
was obtained chtring the intake period. Therefore, it seems likely
that in this study Intake, as a stage in contact, was incorporated in
the diagnostic evaluation pexlcd.
The majority ef the assessment informaticzn was found during this
stage because all three disciplines in the agency, social mrk, psy¬




! Schedules with data Schedules
Factors Total




Iittxate or Qenetlc Potential
Intellectual potential
Basic thrust, drives.
1*3 6 16 15 6
Instincts 26 2 h 3 12 5 1
Phye&cal potential 31 2 15 li
Physiological Functioning
Ego Functioning
31* 1 k 9 h 10 1
Identifiable patterns
for reacting to stress 31 1 2 12 10 1 1
Internal organisation
of personalilgr 31 1 9 16 5
Degree of liaturilgr 25 6 15 1*
Self-lnage
Patterns of Interpersonal
21* U 12 8 2
Relationships
Internalisation of




and Norms 8 1* 1* h
Sub-total 278 11 UO 81* 80 1*5 18 9
TABLE 1 — Continued
Factors




Incidence One Two Three Foot Five Six
Socio-Coltural
Cultural Derivations




Family 29 2 h 3 20
Educational system 3U 1 9 2lt
Peer group 20 3 8 9
Ethnic group 21 18 3
Class 15 U It 3 U 2
Territorial group lit 8 6
Economic system 27 2 h 9 12
Religious i^tem 25 12 9 It
Governmental system 12 5 It 3 2
Sub-total 217 29 6k 51 68 5 0 16
Grand Total i<95 IlO loh 135 1U8 50 18 25
Table 2
PERSON DISCUSSED IN EXCERPT
Schedules With Data Schedule
Factors Total With No
rnr*AdAnr!f»‘ Patient Mother Father Parents Data
Personality
Innate or Genetic Potential
IntsUeetaal potential
Basic thrust, drives.
26 22 1 3
instincts 23 19 1 3 1
Physical potential 26 23, 1 h
Physiological Functioning
Ego Functioning
26 21 1 h
Identifiable patterns
for reacting to stress 23 20 1 1 1 1
Internal organization
of personality 27 17 7 1 2
Degree of Maturity 2$ 18 2 2 1 2
Self-£nage
Patterns of Interpersonal
17 13 3 1 2
Relationships
Internalization of




and Nonas 8 U 2 1 1 h
Sub-total 225 173 18 8 6 20
TABLE 2 — Coatinued
Factors
Schedules With Data Schedules
With No
DataTotal
Incidence Patient Mother Father Parents Family
Soclo-Cultoral
Cultural DerlTations




Family 26 12 3 11
Educational systea 28 23 1 li
Peer group 21 20 1
Ethnic group 18 U 7
Glass 13 li 1 li 3 1 2
Territorial group 13 U 1 1
Economic systaa 21 h 9 U li
Governmental syston 11 1 1 1 2 2
Religious ^tera Hi 1 2 1 10
Sub-total 181 100 30 19 26 26 16
Grand Total li06 273 28 27 32 li6 25
TABLE 3
LQCATION OF EXCERPT IN RECORD
Schedules With No Data Schedules
Factors Total Social Psycho- Psychia^ With
Inci- logical jterifi-i ■ £pi>liba- Medical No






27 5 9 1 9 3
instincts 21 7 6 1 2 5 1




26 6 3 1 1 3 7 5
Identifiable patterns




h 1 5 1
of personality 23 10 2 1 1 1
Degree of Maturily 2$ 3 12 1 8 1
Self-Image
Patterns of Inter-
2$ 6 Hi 3 1 1 2
personal Relationships
Internalization of




and Norms 9 3 2 1 3 u
Sub-total 5B 7ii ii 30 10 ^ 35 ! 9
TABLE 3 -- Continued
Factors Schedules
Total Psycho- Psychia^ With
Inci- Social logical trie Applies- Sehool Medieal Other No
dence History Report Report tion Report Report Data
Socio-tiiXtaral
Cultural Derivations





Family 25 7 2 2 6 8
Educational system 27 h 18 5
Peer group 20 3 1 3 10 3
Ethnic group 21 1 10 10
Class 11 1 1 1 k 1 3 2
Teridtorial group 11 1 10 1
Economic system 21 5 6 3 7
Goveznmental system 11 1 5 1 h 2
Keligious system 111 1 10
Sub-total 78 25 8 5 kl 39 6 k8 16
Grand Total k09 83 82 2i| 51 69 16 83 25
STAGE IN AQENCI CONTACT (i^en Information iras Obtained)





Incidence Evaluation Treatment Closing Data
Personalilar
Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectual potttitial
Basic thxnist, driyes.
26 23 2 1
instincts 21 18 3 1









23 2 1 1
of personality 23 2 3
Degree of Maturity 25 23 2
Self-Image
Patterns of Interpersonal
25 23 2 2




Activity-patterns and Norms 9 8 1 1*
Sub-total 235 208 22 5 9
TABLE U ^ Contintted
Fastors














Fami]^ 25 23 2
Educational systsm 28 25 3
Peer group 20 18
2
Ethnic group 21 21
Glass 11 10 1
2
Tezritorial group 11 11
Economic system 21 19 2 2
Governmental system 11 10 1
Religious system Hi Hi
Sub-total 179 166 13 0 16
Grand Total UHi 37ii 35 5 25
%
Origin of Data
In table 5, as illustrated^ information was obtained by the disci¬
plines in own agency and disciplines in other agencies. The majority
of the information was obtained by the social worker as indicated by
the Grand total line. The school principal obtained the greatest pro¬
portion of the information of the disciplines in other agencies, in that
a large number of the referrals to the agen(7 derived from this disci¬
pline. This discipline is dependent upon for a vital part of the patients'
clinical records. It is therefore understandable why a high frequency
would occur under this classification. The majority of the excerpts were
pertaining to the patient's education system and peer group, under Socio¬
cultural Factors.
Source of Data
In table 6, one can see that according to the incidence of data
most of the Information came from the "other person." This category,
includes the patient's mother or father and in one instance the patient,
a mother seen in treatment. Information obtained from "other profession¬
al persons" also had a high total of incidence.
It was significant to observe the sub-total figures. Under Personal¬
ity Factors, according to the incidence, information was obtained in
greater proportion from the observations or impressions of the social
worker from "other professional persons.” Persons listed under this
category were, specifically, the counigr judge, the school principal,
the teacher, the county nurse. Observations and impressions of the
psydiologlst also had a high frequency of incidence. The parents, in¬
cluded under "other person" was also regarded as a significant source
SI
of data by the agency. This also seemed evident from the table.
It seems significant to note that in the total incidence relating
to Socio-Cultural Factors, "other person,” as a source of data, mas
greater. "Other professional persons* submitted more information per¬
taining to Socio-Cultural Factors than disciplines within the agency.
This finding seoas indicative of that aspect of the individual's
social functioning that the agency deems most worthy of evaluation.
Of the disciplines in the agency the psychiatrist had less
frequencies as a source of data. This may reflect upon the fact that
the psychiatrist's contact with the patient in this particular agency
is limited. Once -Uus psydaiatrist sees the patient's msuiy aspects
the patient's social functioning had already been assessed, to some
extent, by the other two disciplines in the agency.
Breadth of Data
In table 7^ it was significant to note that the largest number
of incidence of data was found under Personality Factors rather than
Socio-Cultural Factors. The "one" column, according to both the sub¬
total lines and the Grand total line, had the most Incidence of data.
Significantly, there was a wide range of incidoace found under
the columns "two" and "three" as compared to columns "one" under both
factors. Four excerpts had three sources of data. In each case the
excerpt had reference to statements agreed upon concerning the patient
by the entire staff during a diagnostic staffing.
TikBLE 5
ORIGIN OF DATA
Information Obtained From Schedules




Incidence Social Psyciholo- Paycilia- Shhool
Worker gist trist Principal iPhysiciaii other
Personall'ty
Innate or Geinetlc Potentla:
Intalleotoal potential
Basic tbrustj drives.
26 9 7 9 1
instincts 22 10 8 2 2 1
PtaQrsical potential 25 8 7 5 2 1 2
Physiological Fonotioialng
Ego Functioning
26 11 1 1 5 3 5
Identifiable patterns
for reacting to stress 23 7 12 3 1 1
Internal organisation
of personality 25 16 6 2 1
Degree of Maturity 22 6 5 1 7 1 2
Self-Image
Patterns of Interpersonal
18 6 8 3 1 1
Relationships
Internalisation of




and Norms 8 6 1 1 A
Sub-total 21$ 92 56 19 32 5 15 ?



























Family 25 18 3 3 1
Educational system 28 8 16 U
Peer group 22 5 1 2 10 U
Ethnic group 23 21 1 1
Class 11 7 1 1 1 1 2
Territorial group 12 12
Economic oystesi 20 16 3 1
GoverzBimtal system 12 10 1 1 2
Religious system lit 12 1 I
Sub-total 18U 125 5 8 33 0 13 16

















































































TABLE 6 — Cozitiimed





































Family 23 3 7 1 6 3 3
Educational system 28 1 21 h 1 1
Peer group 22 13 h 1 2 1 2
Etimic group 22 11 10 1
Class Hi k 1 3 3 2 1 2
Territorial group 12 11 1
Economic system 21 6 9 5 1
Governmental system 13 2 3 1 h 1 2
Religious system 12 2 7 3
Sub-total I81i 1 6$ 1 20 31 6 7 16
(b^and Total 26 101 fl08 1 bk- 78 —
TABLE 7
mEADTH OF BATA
Factors Total Inr» Romber of Sources Schedules
cidence One Two Three With No Data
Personalii7




instincts 20 20 1










of personally 25 1
Degree of Ifaturiy 23 23
Self-Image
Patterns of Interpersonal






Patterns, and Nozms 12 12 k
Sub-total 229 22^ 1 3i 9
Socio-Cultaral
Cultural Derivations





Family 23 22 1
Educational System 28 28
Peer group 22 22
B|hnic group 22 22
Class Ik Ik 2
Territorial group 12 12
Economic system 21 21
Governmental system 13 13 2
Religious system 12 12
Sub-total 18U 183 0 1 16




Table 8, presents, statistically, the number of excerpts found
in the study which were (d^ssified by the researcher as being either
datum. Interpretation, or datum and Interpretation. The highest numr-
ber of Incidence occurred in bbth Personality and Socio.»Cultural Fac¬
tors under "datum only." Datum only usually had reference to that
idiich could be considered as factual information uoid of subjectivity
by the worker. It is significant to note that there were more ejfr*
cerpts under Socio-Cultural Factors that were classified as "datum
only" than Personalily Factors. This finding seems Indicative of
the fact that the assessment of aspect of personal!;^ lends itself
toward the worker's subjective interpretation of the implications of
the individual's behavior.
Excerpts, relating to Personali-fy Factors, classified under
"datum plus interpretation” and "int«r|n‘etation only," were more
than five times the number of those excerpts listed under Socio¬
cultural Factors. It was observed, as the statistical analysis
was compiled, that the majority of the Personality Factors listed
tinder the latter two dlassifications derived from the social worker
and the psychologist in the agency. The excerpts that were obtained
by the psychologist were usually classified as "interpretation"
rather than "datum only," due to the nature of the techniques used
to obtain the patient's psychological evaluation.
TABLE 8
DATUM OR INTERPRETATION
Total Datum Oatium p1u{ Interpre- Sdiedules
Factors tnci- Only Interpre- tation With No
dence tation Only Data
Personality
Innate or Genetic Potentia!
Intellectual potential 27 10 12 , 5
Basic thTOsty drives.
instincts 21 lit 5 2 1
Physical potential 25 22 2 1
Physiological Functioning 26 22 1 3
Ego Functioning
Identifiable patterns
for reacting to stress 26 8 lU it 1
Internal organization
of personalli^ 28 8 15 5
Degree of Maturity 25 9 lit 2
Self-linage 25 7 13 5 2
Patterns of Interpersonal




Patterns and Norms 9 k 3 2 It
Sub-total 235 119 86 30 9
Socio-Cultural
Cultural Derivations





Educational system 25 18 5 2
Peer group 28 27 1
Ethnic group 20 19 1
Class 21 a
Territorial group 11 9 2 2
Economic syaton 11 10 1
Governmental system 21 19 2
Religious system lU lU 2
Sub-ii>tal 179 157 12 10 16
Grand Total noir 276 98 itO 25
CHiPTlR V
SOMUARI AND CONCLUSIONS
This stady, executed by tirenty-seven social nork students of
the Atlanta University School of So(d.al Work, class of 1963, uas
the second In a series of such studies designed to test a model for
the assessment of social functioning. The proposed model was pre¬
pared by the Human Growti^ and Behavior and Research Committees of
'ttie Atlanta University School of Social Work.
Assessment was defined, for the purpose of this study, as the
identification and evaluation of those socio-cultural and individual
factors in role performance mhich make for social dysfunctioning*
A review' of 'the literature seems 'to point out that social irork
mri'ters agree that assessment is important to the field and that
there is a need for a model or conceptual scheme to be used by the
social marker, in practice, as he at'teBQ>ts to understand the indi-
-Tidual with whom he is 'working. The li-terature also seems to indi¬
cate that there are a variety of terms used -to describe what we
referred to in this study as assessment. Elements of assessment
are utilized by each of the social work methods and 'Uiere seems to
be no universal agreement as -bo what factors should be included in
assessment. From these findings, implicit in the li'berature, it
seems indicated l^t the eoi^onents of assessment and assessment as
a process in social work requires farther research.
The researcher, during a six-month block field placement, a-t-
tempted -bo ascertain to what extent -there was correspondence be-tween
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assesi^ent infamatlon obtained by the Institute for Juvenile Research
and the factors on the model* The study was carried out by applying
the assessment information, dOB|K>sing a schedule of twenty<>one itans
pertaining to personsOi-ly and sooid»cultural factors, to agency re¬
cords. The agency records utilised were those closed within a one
year span of time. This span of time was purposely selected to allow
the data gathered to be characteristic of present agency records*
Fifteen case records, selected by random sampling, composed the total
population. Five of the records were used for a preliminary or pilot
study while the rmaaining records incorporated the sample. The sche¬
dule was applied to case records in that the records were representa>
tive of the agency's method of assessing social functioning*
The setting for this study, USob Chaapaign branch of the Insti¬
tute for Juvenile Research, division of the Department of Mental
Health of Illinois, was the first child guidance agency in the
United States. For a period of fifty years it made up the conqplete
histoay of the movement dedicated to the application of sciences and
kmnrled^ to the understanding and treatment of children with person¬
ality and conciuot disorders*
From searvices to delinquent children the Institute for Juvenile
Research has broadened its scope with their growing psychology in
child behavior, to include cdaildren with mental defects, chilchren
with difficulties in learning, nursery school children, and children
who are malad;}usted. It has, as a part of the institutional struo-
ture in the State of Illinois, responsibility for leading and provid¬
ing better emoticmal health for all children. Team members, carrying
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out the servicea of the ageac7, include the social irorlcerf the psy¬
chologist, and the paychiatrist.
Data iras found in the records describing the two broad cate¬
gories of the sohedtile> pelNl6nali'^ and soeio-cultural factors.
More specifically, the personality factors described the individual's
(1) innate or genetic potential, (2) physiological functioning,
(3) ego functioning, (U) degree of aatorlty, (5) self-image, (6) paV*
tern of Interpersonal relations, and (7) internalization of cultur¬
ally derived beliefs, values, cu^tivity-pattems and norms. The
socio-eultural factors studied were related to aspects of cultural
derivations and the various social structures and dynamics thereof.
It seems clear from the data gathered that the Institute for
Juvenile Research includes 95 per cent of the items on the schedule
in their assessment of social functioning. Of the twenty-one items
listed On the schedules a significant number of excerpts were obtained
relating to all of the factors, with the exception of one. There was
an absence of excerpts relating to activity-patterns, an item de¬
scribing an aspect of soclo-cultural factors. Of the total h9S ex-
c^:i>ts in the complete study 278 were pertaining to personality
factors and 217 ir«re pertaining to socio^cultural factors. On the
basis of this finding it is significantily indicated that the agency
does not w«t^ these two factors equally In assesk^ag the patient's
total fonstioning. Coaparatively, there is nob a wide range between
the moAtar of excerpts femsd imder bol^ factors. However, it should
be pointed out that the majori'ty of the socio-cultural factors found
in Hie records derived frm the observations or impressions of ol^er
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professional persons outside of tbs agency.
The items on the schedtiles uhich mre outstanding, or substanti¬
ated the agency* 8 recognition of those factors amenable to understand¬
ing personality, were numerous. Of the ten items concerned with per¬
sonality, intellectual potential had the highest nuiober of in(ddence.
A determination of the patient's physiolc^icaL functioning was fre¬
quently made during the stad(y process and the related excerpts had
the second highest number of total inddenee. In regards to agency
function it is necessary to understand the child's abilities and
behavicr. Efforts are made to evaluate Innate abilities, educational
achievement, and special aptitudes. In that a knowledge of these fac¬
tors is considered as a vital step in evaluating a patient, it is
understandable why the incidence relating to intellectual potmtial
would be high. The social worker is delegated with the responsi¬
bility, cioring the intake jurocess, of securing a medical report oo.
each child offered service. This function of the worker, in Itself,
lBQ)lles the significance or importance of an awareness of bodily
function in determining the cause or its relation to behavior. Phy¬
sical potential, a category of innate or genetic potential, identi¬
fiable pattmis of reacting to stress, and internal organization of
personality, categories of ego functioning, ware equal in number of
incidence. Seeminglly, these items were given equal consideration
by the disciplines in the agency, according to the sample records*
With the exception of one item thsre was little discrepancy between
the number of excerpts found in the sample records relating to aU
the items on the schedules listed under perscmaliiy factors.
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This may be indicative of the inclusiveness of the factors on the
devised model in determining or evaluating the sigxiificant aspect^
of personality.
The most outstanding items on the schedule pertaining to socio~
cultural factors had reference to educational system, family, eoo->
nomic system, and religious system. Frcra the excerpts it was ob¬
served, however, that little reference was made to *^0 dynamics of
these social structures in relation to the patient's social function¬
ing. The majority of the infoimation obtained under this factor
merely mentioned the type or the kind of social structure without
revealing information about the patient's total Involvement. Having
observed the nature of the excerpts, it can be concluded that the
agaioy does not evaluate socio-cultural factors to any great extent
in keeping with understanding the patient's functioning. The in¬
formation obtained, apparently, is used to designate descriptive
infomation about the patient raider than to determine, diagnostic¬
ally, the significance of the information in influencing the patient's
total functioning.
It was found, as esqiected, that the patient was 1^e pwson dis¬
cussed most frequently in the excerpts. The family, as a unit, and
the parents received the second and the third highest number of
total incid^ee. The excerpts include in the data were located
primarily in the social hlstoxy, and the psydiological report. Like¬
wise, the social worker, who secures the social history, and the
psychologist were the sources of the majority of the information
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forrmilated about the patient, in the agency. The stage in the
agency contact, irhen the major portion of the information was ob-
tsdned, was durdlng "diagnostic evaluation." In that all tlxree
disciplines share equally in the evaluation of the patients’ func¬
tioning, it seems indicated that the data gathered would yield these
findijogs. Of the total excerpts in the study the mhj<»‘ity of thma
were classified as being "datum only" or factual inferewtion stboot
the patient void of the subjective interpretation of the concerned
discipline.
In general, from the stucfy, it can be said that there is a de¬
gree of correspondence between the information used by the Institute
for Juvenile Research , Region 7, in assessing the patient's social
functioning, and the factors on the assessment model, devised by
the Homan Growth and Behavior and Research Committees. Out of a
possible 600 total excerpts on the ten schedules, a grand total of
h9$ excerpts were obtained from the records. EXcerpts describing
personality factors were considerably higher in number than those
describing socio-coltural factors. This, seemingly, indicates
those component parts of the individuals total make-up which are
considered most isqpartant by the agency, in understanding the patient.
The findings of this study seem to substantiate the fact that certain
factors are more significant than others in determining adequate











Personality Factors Social Functioning (role performance)
In Social Situations
Socio-Goltural Factors
Innate or Genetic Potential
!• Intellectual potential
Ilntelligence)
Adequate role performance requires:
1. Action consistent irith system
norms and goals*
A. Cultural Derivations
1* Beliefs and values
^i^rmbol system)





1. Identifiable patterns developed
for reacting to stress and
restoring dynamic equim>rium.
2. Internal organization of the
personality.
Degree of maturity
2. The necessary skills in role
tasks and Interpersonal relation¬
ships.
3. The necessary interpersonal
organization.
li. Self and other(s) satisfactions.
2. Activity-patterns
The feelings approp¬
riate to each of the
above.









Patterns of Interpersonal Rela¬








derived beliefs, values, norma,
activity-patterns, and the feel¬
ings appropriate for each.
«Assessment: The Identificatioi and evaluation of those socio-cultiural and individual factors in role












Code number of record:^
Client's sex:









(Place asterisk (*) before the perlod(s) used in this schedule.)
Nature of the Problem
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PERSONALITY FACTORS N.B.*
Innate or Genetic Potential
Inci¬dence PersonDiscus¬sed









* Kie remaining nineteen factors on the model, fotind on pages 3-12 of the schedule, trere handled in
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